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Welcome

In today’s interconnected world, increasing emphasis is placed on English, Information Technology and Multimedia.

From multi-million dollar business strategies to research and development, the need for expert knowledge in IT and multimedia is constantly expanding.

A career is more than a job, it is an opportunity to participate at the frontiers of our technology based age. A qualification from ACIT will equip you with the skills to select from a diverse and exciting range of career options. The only limits are those you set for yourself!

Australian College of Information Technology delivers education that is benchmarked against national and international standards and is complemented by a work experience and graduate placement program, leading to recognised qualifications and providing students with an enjoyable and fulfilling educational experience.

The College offers vocational training programs in Information Technology, Telecommunications, English and Multimedia. Courses include Certificates, Diplomas, and Advanced Diplomas. Diploma and higher level courses can be used as credits towards universities in Australia.

Australian College of Information Technology is a Microsoft IT Academy Juniper Networks Academy Alliance Partner and VMware Academy Partner. The College is registered to accept domestic and international students. The international student population is kept in balance with the Australian student population to provide the opportunity for cultural exchange.

With over 20 years success in international education Australian College of Information Technology invites you to make your world a bigger and more exciting place.

Benefit from our decades of Information Technology teaching experience and the dedication of our committed and caring instructors. Acquire expertise through our partnerships with the technology giants that provides additional training resources in our world – Microsoft, Cisco Systems, Juniper Networks, VMware, and BICSI.

Explore new frontiers in Digital Media and Social Media through our school of Film and Television production. Develop expertise in camera, editing, and special effects.

Enjoy our state-of-the-art facilities, including modern classrooms, labs, and computer centres, as well as the service of our international-student advisers who will provide comprehensive support during your time in Australia.

Australian College of Information Technology is located in 2 of

Sonya McGuire.
CEO / Founder
ACIT & Institute of film and Television

Danny McGuire
Managing Director
Student services

The Australian College of Information Technology and the Institute of Film and Television maintains an active placement service to assist graduates in locating career opportunities. The Student Services Department works to ensure that each graduate has the best opportunity to acquire suitable career employment. The Student Services Department provides individual assistance to all graduates and students without additional cost.

This is accomplished not only by presentation of graduates as potential career professionals to employers, but also through aiding in the graduates’ development of a positive self-image, and in assessing competencies, strengths, and career expectations.

Although the College does not guarantee employment in the students’ career field, it is the goal of the Student Services Office to help every student realize a high degree of personal and professional development and successful employment; this is done through a variety of programs that have been developed such as the Work Experience Program, Work Placement Solutions, Resume workshops.

Current part-time and full-time employment opportunities are available through STUDENT SERVICES. Specific information on job opportunities and basic criteria applicable to all students and graduates utilizing placement services is available in the Student Services Offices.

The Student Services Department also coordinates and hosts a number of different career-related workshops for all their programs. Participation in most of these seminars is voluntary, but all students are encouraged to attend as many of these sessions as possible. Topics covered include Resume Preparation, Interviewing Skills, Dressing for an Interview, and Keeping Your Job.

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

A unique experience! It’s fact – employers out there want qualified graduates, but the ones with experience, portfolios & exposure win those jobs. Student Services has formulated a unique program that incorporates employers, potential employers and students – on the job training whilst studying. After workshops, resume preparation, and registering with the College matches are made – students get to put to use their theoretical cutting edge training. In turn, students are job ready!

JOBS FOR GRADUATES

100% job placement – you study, you get your dream job, that’s the way it works at the Australian College of Information Technology. Employers trust have been gained, the list is endless of all the organisations we have that take on graduates from ACIT! With preparation workshops, cutting edge training, hands on work experience coupled with industry relations – you can be assured that when you embark on the ACIT courses, diplomas and certificates you’re getting the best placement opportunities.

- INTERNSHIPS
- EMPLOYMENT
- UNIVERSITY PATHWAYS
- INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRY CERTIFICATIONS
- VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
- VISA SERVICES
Why choose ACIT?

THE ACIT DIFFERENCE

100% GRADUATE PLACEMENT. Australian College of Information Technology offers world class, highly successful training programs, which cover a number of industry certifications as well as national qualifications. Students enjoy a 100% graduate placement success from these programs.

INDUSTRY APPROVED. Australian College of Information Technology, a Microsoft IT Academy, Juniper Networks Academy Partners and VMware Academy Partner, offers international certification training from Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, Cisco, CompTIA and others. This means that your training is authentic and up to date.

EDUCATION PATHWAYS. Australian College of Information Technology’s programs allow you to continue your studies through to bachelors and masters degrees through credit transfer arrangements with some of Australia’s best universities.

QUALITY IT EDUCATION. With over two decades of academic experience, Australian College of Information Technology offers programs for individuals seeking a new and promising future. We offer balanced, up to date and internationally recognised training which makes Australian College of Information Technology the first choice in quality education.

In the dynamic world of Information Technology and Business it is important to have the right combination of skills. Educators constantly face the challenge of incorporating current industry trends into academic programs. This is where the Australian College of Information Technology excels.

As an Australian College of Information Technology student, you will have access to the finest people and technology, and our renowned Internship Program, designed to give you real world experience and the confidence to move into your future career.

Take advantage of our international graduate employment program to gain international experience in full time paid employment.

A qualification from Australian College of Information Technology will equip you with the skills to select from a diverse and exciting range of career options. It’s time to discover a new world of possibilities!
ACIT courses

**ENGLISH**
- Elementry to Advanced English Courses

**NETWORKING**
- Certificate III in Digital Media Technologies: Network Infrastructure
- Certificate IV in Information Technology Networking
- Diploma of Information Technology Networking

**TELECOMMUNICATIONS**
- Certificate IV in Telecommunications Network Engineering
- Advanced Diploma of Telecommunications Network Engineering

**MULTIMEDIA**
- Certificate IV in Digital Media Technologies: Web and Social Media Marketing
- Certificate IV in Digital Media Technologies: Video Production

**INSTITUTE OF FILM AND TELEVISION**
- Diploma of Screen and Media (Delivered by Institute of Film & Television)

**CAREER PACKAGES**
- Telecommunications and IT Network Engineering Package (Advanced Diploma Program)
- Fast Track Program
- Career Accelerator Program

Selected courses cover computer industry certifications.
See course outline for details.

ACIT courses are updated regularly to keep pace with the continually changing demands of industry. Please refer to the Course Information Sheets and website for the latest information.

Specialised courses include internationally recognised industry accreditations creating a gateway to career opportunities or further university study.

ACIT offers day and evening courses.
THE INSTITUTE

The Institute of Film and TV located in Brisbane, Australia, is a film school offering a unique education in broadcasting, film and television production.

Our one of a kind Diploma of Screen and Media is a programme designed to obtain a prestigious qualification as the school is an Australian Government registered education institution.

The Institute of Film & TV (first established 1999) is also a sister college of Australian College of Information Technology (first established 1995). This enables students access to modern editing suites in a professional environment.

DIPLOMA OF SCREEN AND MEDIA

The Diploma of Screen and Media offers professional and academic instruction in the arts and sciences of motion pictures and television. The course provides the student with knowledge of the technical, creative, and business aspects of the film/television industries.

This includes practical hands-on training in the operation of professional equipment and state-of-the-art techniques.

The course aims to produce artists with technical proficiency and technicians who are also artists.

Australia or Online training (Domestic students). Also, they have the option of traveling and living in Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. for a period of 3, 6 or 12 months as an interns, working with Hollywood companies.

INTERNSHIP IN HOLLYWOOD

Unlike any other college in Australia, the Institute of Film and TV allows students to experience an internship in Los Angeles LA, the centre of the American film activity and to be able to gain valuable experience first-hand in Hollywood. This way they will obtain the skills needed to go ahead and stand out from the competition in the film industry.

HOLLYWOOD-COURSES

If the student decides to travel to America, part of training is conducted in Los Angeles giving the best opportunity to be connected and be trained by Hollywood professionals and be interning in Hollywood scene. Students will be given opportunity to take part in working unpaid experience in Film & TV internship programs with Hollywood companies, participate in film festival and be taught by professionals from this amazing industry.

Sponsorship working holiday visa program is recommended for working in America while studying. Students will be assisted with information regarding living, accommodation & transportation and obtaining Study loans from government and private organisations.

The internships are offered with various production companies in Hollywood through partner organizations and agencies.
OVERVIEW

Develop your English language skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) through our unique General English study and activities programs. Our teachers are dedicated to improving your language skills so you can study or work with confidence in English. The courses are designed by experienced teachers who are experts in English language teaching.

The Australian College of Information Technology ELICOS Program provides a structured pathway to progressively build English communication skills. Students may enter and exit the program at any level. At the end of each six week session, your language level will be assessed and you can choose to move up to the next level.

Elementary English Communication
Pre-Intermediate English Communication
Intermediate English Communication
Upper Intermediate English Communication
Advanced English Communication
Internship Program

The Australian College of Information Technology & Institute Of Film and Television Internship Programs give students the opportunity to work with some of the best and most experienced professionals in their vocational field.

Internships are temporary work placements in workplaces and are an excellent opportunity to gain hands-on experience in the field of study. The Australian College of Information Technology Internship Program allows students to spend time in a host organization working alongside Australian professionals. The program length can be tailored to individual needs;

Types of internships:

Australia
I.T, Telecommunications industries
Film, Television and Multimedia industries

U.S.A
Hollywood industries

India
Bollywood Industries

Benefits of undertaking an internship include:

- Improving English.
- Helping develop a network of professional contacts
- Learning new work skills and practices

To be eligible for the internship program you must be in a special program or be studying at Diploma level or above. Students studying at Diploma level or above will become eligible to apply for an internship placement during their final year of studies.

Internship Coordinators will process applications and liaise with students to match the best host company to the student’s profile. ACIT will select a host company and the student will be offered an interview for a placement with that company.

Internship placements are generally unpaid. The primary goal of an internship placement is to gain practical experience in the student’s chosen profession as part of a training program. Experience gained through an internship will help create employment opportunities after graduation.

For further information, visit our website www.acit.edu.au | www.instituteoffilmandtv.com
Multimedia courses

• Certificate IV in Digital Media Technologies: Web and Social Media Marketing
• Certificate IV in Digital Media Technologies: Video Production
• Diploma of Screen and Media (Institute of Film & Television)

MULTIMEDIA COURSES

With Information Technology taking over the world at a rapid pace the emergence of Multimedia as a serious profession has gained a lot of currency. Multimedia is an important and integral part of Information Technology and it can also be considered as a separate and independent branch of the same tree. Multimedia professionals are high in demand in various production houses and studios today. However, it is important to decide on the type of institute you join who can provide all the knowledge in details to make you a successful multimedia professional.

MEDIA AND ARTS COURSES

Students interested in Media and Arts from around the world are today flocking to Australia which has emerged as a prime destination for various courses which also includes Multimedia. There are various professional institutes in Australia who cater to this particular need of students. However, a very few institutes are there who can really turn up to the expectation of the student by providing detailed and quality education.

Australian College of Information Technology (ACIT) has reached the zenith of excellence in imparting quality education through various Digital Media Courses. Multimedia has been an integral part of the college’s curriculum and emphasis has been given while designing the courses so that it suits different professions and their needs. Multimedia courses offered by the institute provide knowledge in graphic designs, digital video, internet and interactive multimedia technologies.

The outcome of such knowledge is that a student can become a good video editor, website and graphic designer, assistant director of photography, editor of vision and sound. Such courses also teaches the students additional IT programming skills like HTML, CSS which can be very beneficial for a career in multimedia.
Telecommunications and Network Engineering courses

- Certificate III in Digital Media Technologies: Network Infrastructure
- Certificate IV in Information Technology Networking
- Diploma of Information Technology Networking
- Certificate IV in Telecommunications Network Engineering
- Advanced Diploma of Telecommunications Network Engineering
- Telecommunications and IT Network Engineering Package (Advanced Diploma Program)

This program teaches the essential professional level skills required for the design and implementation of Unified Communications and IP Networks in enterprise, service provider, and carrier environments.

Students should learn how to plan and implement complex IP Networks and MPLS technologies in enterprise, service provider, and telecommunications carrier environments. The program teaches the related technical, managerial and planning skills that support these activities. The program contains 2 major projects. Each subject is structured as a self standing professional course covering a specific topic in detail.

POSSIBLE VOCATIONAL OUTCOMES

- Telecommunications network planner
- IP based network designer
- Network security manager
- IP based convergence integrator
- Telecommunications network designer
- Telecommunications field engineer
- Network services administrator
- Telecommunications network administrator

A number of subjects included in this program cover the training requirements for specific licences and industry certification programs. Information about how to obtain these licences and certifications will be provided by the course instructors.

Australian College of Information Technology partners with the industry leaders that have shaped and defined Information Technology today. Students studying with Australian College of Information Technology have direct access to the official training programs offered by these partners. This training enables students to obtain worldwide recognition as Information Technology professionals through our partners’ certification and credentialing programs.

These partnerships ensure that students of Australian College of Information Technology are provided with the very latest curriculum and gain hands on experience in current and relevant technologies.

Benefit from our decades of Information Technology teaching experience and the dedication of our committed and caring instructors and enjoy our state-of-the-art facilities, including modern classrooms, labs, and computer centres, as well as the service of our international-student advisers who will provide comprehensive support during your time in Australia.

If you are a foreign student coming to Australia for world class education, Australian College of Information Technology (ACIT) situated in Brisbane is the ideal destination for you. ACIT provides one of the best Network Engineering courses in Australia with beginner to advanced level. With the best faculty in place you will never miss out on any important tips. Moreover, you will be given the opportunity to share your thoughts openly with the college.
ACIT maintains a modern, well equipped campus in the Gold Coast. The campus offers the latest in computer technology to provide students with a state of the art learning environment designed to meet changing individual needs.

Study with ACIT in beautiful Queensland

**Gold Coast**

The Gold Coast Campus lies in one of the busy areas of one of Queensland’s largest city. As the Tourism capital, Gold Coast boasts an international and multicultural business sector and a cutting edge IT industry. The campus features modern and professional facilities that ensure the best possible learning environment.

ACIT’s great facilities, Gold Coast’s excellent weather and modern infrastructure plus the attractions of fine food, good shopping and a rich choice of arts and entertainment, combine to create the ideal choice for your education.

“Students benefit from hands on experience and small classes, enabling them to receive the best possible education”

ALAN TINDALL—TRAINER
Visa Information

Students who wish to study at ACIT must obtain a Student visa before they travel to Australia.

Student Visa

Requirements for a Student Visa

In essence the Australian Government wants to know that anyone applying for a Student Visa:

- Can show that they enrolled in a course
- Is a genuine Student
- Has financial resources
- Has evidence of Overseas Student Health Cover
- Meets public interest, including health requirements, and
- Will return home

Other Factors that will help:

- Good academic record
- Good English ability
- Enrolled in appropriate course
- Currently employed or in full time education
- Good possibilities of finding work upon return home
- Appropriate age – over 18 and under 35

“ACIT has been a great experience, I have learned a lot and met many new friends while enjoying living on the Gold Coast”

ANNA LEIGH
Living expenses

Accommodation, food, public transport and educational costs are generally lower than in the rest of Australia or in cities in the United Kingdom or North America. An average student would require around AUD$18,000 per year to live comfortably in Queensland.

*Note: The figures shown are estimates only and may vary depending on choice of lifestyle. All prices are quoted in Australian dollars and calculated at time of creation.

Accommodation

Many types of accommodation are available on the Gold Coast and in Brisbane. There is something to suit everyone from inner-city apartments, houses in the suburbs, share accommodation, hotels, resort style living to luxurious villas on the golf course.

For further information on accommodation, working in Australia, Medical Insurance and School - age dependents visit http://www.acit.edu.au/courses/international-students/study-work-live.html

Enrolment

Domestic enrolment

STEP 1: COMPLETE ONLINE ENQUIRY

Complete your online enquiry, OR Download and print the Application Form then fill in your details. Attach supporting documents.

Send your completed application form to:
EMAIL : Email to: admissions@acit.edu.au

STEP 2: ACIT CONTACTS YOU

Once your application has been received by ACIT, then an ACIT education consultant will contact you to discuss training and career opportunities. You will receive an offer for admission to your chosen course or program.

For further correspondence please visit
www.acit.edu.au
www.instituteoffilmandtv.com

Starting Dates

At ACIT there are 6 course start dates throughout the year, making ACIT courses convenient and flexible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Dates</th>
<th>Term 1</th>
<th>Term 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start Finish</td>
<td>January March Term 3</td>
<td>March April Term 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Finish</td>
<td>May June</td>
<td>July August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Finish</td>
<td>Term 5 October</td>
<td>Term 6 December</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Timetables may vary according to demand.

www.acit.edu.au
How to apply

International students

1 Fill in the Application Form (located at)
   http://acit.edu.au/enrol-now/
   Firstly complete an application form. Answer all questions, including those relating to airport transfer and accommodation (if required). Also include any IELTS or TOEFL test results. Please note, ACIT can not accept students under 18 years old.
   Send your completed application form to:
   Australian College of Information Technology
   PO BOX 580
   Varsity Lakes 4227
   Gold Coast Queensland Australia 4227
   Or send it by e-mail: admissions@acit.edu.au. (If you are applying through a local agent, you can also return the completed form to your agent.)

2 ACIT offers you a place
   If you meet entry requirements, ACIT will offer you a place. Successful applicants will receive a formal ‘Letter of Offer’, and acceptance form.
   To accept your place you need to complete and return the ‘Acceptance form’ with your payment or proof of payment.
   Please forward Bank Draft to:
   Admissions Office
   Australian College of Information Technology
   PO BOX 580
   Varsity Lakes 4227
   Gold Coast Queensland Australia 4227

OR Transfer funds to:
Bank: Westpac Banking Corporation
Account Name: Precent Education Pty Ltd
ATF Australian College Of Information Technology Student Trust Account
Swift Code: WPACAU2S
BSB: 034-279
Account No: 218562
Reference: Provide your name or student number as a reference

3 ACIT confirms your enrolment
   When we receive your payment, we will send you a letter of confirmation that confirms your enrolment and your course dates, and a receipt for the payment you have made.

4 Apply for your student visa
   Take the letter of confirmation to the Australian diplomatic mission in your country to apply for a student visa.
   For a list of missions visit:
   You should allow approximately two months for visa processing.

5 Travel Plans
   When you receive your visa, please notify ACIT of your travel plans including the date and time of your arrival. If there are any changes in your travel plans or your date of commencement, please also notify us.
   The direct ACIT numbers are:
   Telephone: +61 7 55788122
   Facsimile: +61 7 5578 8077
   Email: admissions@acit.edu.au